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Synopsis: A litany of problems slowing the construction of the North section of the OT 
Summary: Problems with transport, supplies, food and stick, all made worse by bickering among 
project members leading to great delay in completion  
 
We have received the following communication from a gentleman now in the Northern Territory, on 
whose judgment we can place confidence. It tells a melancholy story, and will be read with interest:— 
 
Perhaps you would like to hear of the proceedings of the overland telegraph construction party, as it is 
of very vital importance to the South Australians. It is patent to all here that Mr. Patterson has a very 
difficult duty to perform; in fact, it is impossible the wire can be finished by the end of the year. Every 
one here is utterly astounded to hear the Roper River is abandoned, and every one seems to think it 
will be the cause of another failure; at least it is certain, as far as completing the wire, goes this year. 
It is deeply to be deplored such a fatal mistake should have been perpetrated in the face of all that 
has been said in favor of the Roper River. Captain Sweet, of the Gulnare with a party of surveyors 
was sent round to examine the river, and found it to be a beautiful one, the bar having 14 feet on it, 
and nothing but sand and no sea on, which makes it perfectly safe for vessels of moderate size. The 
Gulnare was taken into the river and moored in six fathoms of water, two days after arriving off the 
bar, drawing nine feet six inches. Captain Sweet, Mr. McLachlan, and others have reported very 
favorably of the Roper River as a medium for water carriage, and it must eventually be the chief port 
of the Northern Territory, as it runs one hundred miles into the heart of the country which is beautifully 
watered, and the river fresh from about 20 miles up from the mouth. Mr. Ross, Mr. Leichardt, Mr. 
McMinn, and others, report some of the very finest land to be about there, and it is most probable that 
the seasons are not so hot and oppressive, as at Port Darwin, where, at present, there is scarcely a 
bucket of water to begot, and the cattle started off many miles away to get the necessary beverage. 
 
Captain Sweet during his month's stay at the Roper found it a beautiful climate with a delicious south-
east breeze blowing right up the river from about 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Had the Roper river been adopted 
it would have saved 220 miles of cartage and placed the plant within 100 miles of the very centre of 
all the work left undone by the contractors, as all the Port Darwin end is finished. It is believed by 
every one here, from the Government Resident, that had the Roper been adopted and Captain Sweet 
dispatched there to pilot the vessels and super intend the landing of their cargoes it is quite possible 
the wire would have been finished this year, and Mr. Patterson's task would have been very easily 
accomplished, and he would have secured his bonus of £1,500, which he now will most probably 
never get a cent of, and in its steed any amount of care, anxiety, and difficulty. 
 
To give you an idea of travelling here with fresh-landed stock, and unaclimatised; several empty 
teams were sent on to Southport which took them eight days to accomplish, being at the rate of five 
miles per day nearly. The cattle arrive here in a very miserable condition, consequent on their sea 
voyage and excessive heat of the climate here now, though from observations made on board the 
vessels, every care had been taken to make the poor beasts as comfortable as possible on board a 
vessel in such a climate. As soon as the cattle are landed they are sent forward in order to push on 
the work, though they need rest and grass for a month or two—though the latter article is not to be 
had. The horses appeared to suffer very much less than the cattle, and were landed in excellent 
condition. Mr. Patterson, it is understood, has divided his parties into four sections, each having to 
finish about 110 miles. Mr. R. C. Burton left Southport on the 8th instant, for the south end of the 
northern portion of the wire (to which work he has been appointed), and has to travel with his teams 
five hundred and twenty miles before he is at the commencement of his work, and via the Roper only 
three hundred miles. Mr. Burton does not expect to reach his section before the 1st of December; 
and, owing to the delay of the arrival of the other vessels, it is not likely any of the other parties will 
reach their respective sections previous to the above date, and even not this year if they are stuck up 
with the wet season, thus leaving four hundred and forty miles to be surveyed, poled, and wired 
complete in one month—say twenty seven working days—being at the rate of sixteen miles of line per 
day. During the interval of three months that elapsed between Mr. McMinn's departure and Mr. 
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Patterson's arrival with the second expedition, only thirty miles of wire was suspended (the poling 
having been done before Mr. McMinn left). The reason of this infinitesimal quantity of work being done 
is said to have been caused by the disagreements that arose between the Government Resident and 
Mr. Burton, the officer in charge, after Mr. McMinn left! The rights of the quarrel are not known, but the 
issue is clear enough. The Government Resident—withdrew his boats, so that there was no means of 
conveying the wire to Southport, and there were, no teams left to convey it by land, so that there was 
only thirty miles of wire hung, instead of eighty that would have been done! This is a sample of the 
love and harmony that exist here, and it remains to be seen how many more obstacles will be thrown 
in the way of the Overland Telegraph party! To explain the reason why the drays were sent empty to 
Southport, it is necessary to state, that the Gulnare was dispatched up the South Arm, about twenty-
five miles by water, with a full cargo, of wire and stores, in order to give the teams as much rest as 
possible previous to their long, tedious, and fagging journey through the wilderness, where there is 
scarcely a blade of green grass to be seen, and some long stages for water. It is observable that Mr. 
Todd, in his parting speech to the men at Port Adelaide, expatiated on the glorious living which he 
had provided for them during their "sojourn in the wilderness!" This scarcely tallies with the fact that 
Mr. Patterson prohibited Mr. Burton of the advance party a full supply of fresh flour, but he was to dig 
up some which had been buried at the "Catherine" depot some 200 miles from here, which was stated 
as being almost unfit for human food. There was no alternative, owing to the limited quantity of stock 
that arrived by the Omeo, and the heavy losses that were sustained by the death of many of the 
beasts. Mr. Patterson deemed it unadvisable to detain the advance party any longer. Many of the 
bullocks have been drowned, owing to no conveniences for landing them or any of the cargo, as there 
is no improvement whatever made to facilitate the landing of stock or stores, though there is a pile-
driving machine here rotting, and plenty of available timber near, all the staff being occupied in 
building ''the Residence," which will cost the South Australian people at least £8,000, though it has 
been estimated by competent judges at about £11,000. 
 
The Omeo arrived here on the 24th August, having on board 74 bullocks, and 39 horses. Of these, up 
to date, nine bullocks and one horse have died, being 12 per cent. The Antipodes arrived September 
6, having shipped 100 bullocks, and up to date 27 died, being. 27 percent. 
 
The Golden Fleece shipped 169 bullocks and 51 horses,' and the Himalaya (both vessels arriving on 
the 13th September) shipped 90 bullocks and 80 horses. Lost up to date from these vessels 17 
bullocks, being 7 per cent, and Himalaya horses seven died on the passage, or 9 per cent. The Laju, 
with 60 head of bullocks, which complete Mr. Patterson's requisition not yet arrived. The stock that 
were sent from Sydney are very much superior to the stock from Newcastle. 
 
It is very much feared that the heavy losses and the miserable appliances for landing cargo here will 
greatly/ retard the completion of the work. Altogether the prospects are far from bright. 
 
The Gulnare is to be dispatched to the Roper River with provisions for the party, and if any accident 
should be sustained by the vessel to cause her loss it will not be known for a long time, and the party 
will be in great danger of perishing from want.  


